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AACRAO 2007:  Second Generation of Web Registration

Session Rules of Etiquette

Please turn off your cell phone, unless its ring-tone is really 
fun

If you must leave the session early, please do so as discreetly 
as possible.  But if discretion isn’t in your nature, be creative!

Please avoid side conversation during the session (talk 
straight ahead so we can all hear)

Cover mouth when yawning

If you had beans last night, please sit in the back

Thank you for your cooperation!



The University of Chicago
Founded in 1892
12 Degree-Granting 
Divisions and Schools with a 
total of 14,000 students
Undergraduate College with 
4,300 full-time students
Independent admissions and 
financial aid offices 
Centralized registration, 
student records and billing
QUARTER SYSTEM(!)



ACHIEVEMENTS
Over 70 Nobel Prize winning 
faculty and alumni 
responsible for:
First self-sustaining nuclear 
reaction
Discovery of the double-helix 
structure of DNA 

ALSO
First Heisman Trophy Winner
Introduced Quarter System



Undergraduate Annual Registration: 1972-1992 
(pre-web)

Advisers will enroll all the Undergraduates in May for 
all the courses they’ll take the next year. 

That way, neither the students, advisers, or 
faculty will have to worry about the registration 
process interfering with academic work once the 
next year starts.



Undergraduate Annual Registration: 1972-1992 
(pre-web)

Advanced Registration as “Enrollment Information 
Management Process “

All the departments and faculty will know by early May 
everything that they will be teaching over the course 
of the next year . . . So the students have a full 
year’s worth of courses from which to choose.



Undergraduate Annual Registration: 1972-1992 
(pre-web)

All the undergraduate students will commit 
themselves in May to all the courses they select 
then that will be held over the next 12 months.



Undergraduate Annual Registration: 1972-1992 
(pre-web)

The departments and faculty will plan their course 
offerings each year using the prior year as a model, 
adjusting as necessary for new instructional staff, 
encouraging faculty to review their syllabi, and 
revisiting the curriculum every @15 years.



Undergraduate Annual Registration: 1972-1992 
(pre-web)

As the registration process in May gets going and 
course sections start to fill up, undergraduate 
students who wanted those closed courses will 
simply register for something else. 



Picture of the Quadrangles in May without Undergraduate Registration



Picture of the Quadrangles in May during Undergraduate Registration



Drawbacks

Departments and faculty changed their courses and 
offerings, sometimes during, and frequently after 
May registration.



Drawbacks

Undergraduate students would change their minds 
between May and the start of the new year.



Drawbacks

Few departments maintained a status quo with their 
course offerings from year to year.

Planning course offerings and registration remained 
separate processes . . . The former handled by 
departments and faculty, the latter by advisers and 
registrar.



Drawbacks

Undergraduate students quickly invented their own 
mechanism to be first in line to see their advisers so 
as to be first to be registered into popular courses . . 
. Sleepout



SLEEPOUT



1991

Let the Registrar handle 
all aspects of Registration in 
May.



Registrar replaces Sleepout

Assigns registration-appointments to students: mails 
them.
Seniors get first appointments
Registrar staff see the students at appointments in an on-
line war-room.
As courses close, noted on black-board: “You can’t sign 
up for these”.  



Sleepout gone, but problems remain.
Surveys in 1996 show that:

On average, 100% of everything students sign up 
for in advance of a Spring Quarter will be dropped 
by the time that Spring Quarter ends.



Sleepout gone, but problems remain.
Surveys in 1996 show that:

50% of advisers’ time is spent working with students 
to process their registration drops and adds.



Sleepout gone, but problems remain.
Surveys in 1996 show that:

Nobody knows what the real level of student interest 
is in any course or section, because once it is filled 
(at whatever limit set by department or instructor) 
nobody else can enroll in it—and even if they ask for 
it, nobody and no system logs the request.  

(What about waitlists! . . . Overhead and the quarter-system convince 
many that it’s “just not the thing”.)



Sleepout gone, but problems remain.
Surveys in 1996 show that:

Consensus . . . Students were using our 
increasingly efficient and streamlined 
registration process to get into 
courses, but it was mostly a waste of 
time and effort.



AND
Survey in 1996 also shows that:

90% of students are using the web at least once 
per week and using email once per day.  



1997

Registrar puts all Annual Registration 
activity on email and the web for practically 
no cost.  (First Generation Web 
Registration)



Assigns random appointments to all students (300 per 
day), emails them via an “email-merge” share-ware 
product.
Has a spare SUN web-server set up in the office to 
interface with the SIS; in-office staff write the interface.
Hires a part-time software designer to write a shopping 
cart script (<$1,500)
Steals the web page courses format from University of 
Minnesota’s registrar
Converts course listings to html using MS desktop tools





BUT



“Don’t even bother asking for these courses”



Once courses were filled, we still didn’t know 
how many more students wanted them.
100% of Spring Qtr enrollments still got dropped.
50% of registrar and advisers’ time spent 
handling add/drops



So . . .



“VIRTUAL” REGISTRATION

Vice President appointed committee determines that 
Undergraduates (and rest of University) need a 
system that will . . .



1. Be “state-of-the-art” and vendor-provided (not 
cobbled on old, unsupportable systems)

2. Provide students with a real-time web front-end 
to the course database for both Annual 
Registration and add/drops (get the advisers out 
of the add/drop business)

3. Be scalable so that all University student 
systems can migrate to using this new system as 
a replacement for the antique SIS.



Uses the Annual Registration process to combine:

1. Polling students about the courses they prefer to take
2. Giving departments and faculty an opportunity to 

manage their course offerings based on that data 
in advance of the quarter

3. Only then registering the students into the courses that 
have thus been managed to meet the demand



Course Request System

Review of peer institutions identified University of 
Pennsylvania’s enrollment system as model, but 
their system was in-house
One product (at that time) found to allow polling of 
students via the web and integration of those 
requests with enrollment
Purchased, configured, would operate as a “bolt-on”
to student information system



Development of Course Request System

Faculty and Deans consulted about their new role: 
reviewing “requests” (aka “bids”) and using data to 
manage course offerings

Detail and summary reports designed to analyze 
bidding, enrollment, and “traffic”

System goes live in May 2000



Process of Course Request System

All Undergraduate students log into CRS web site 
during 8th week of preceding quarter (8th week of 
Spring for Autumn bidding)

Search for courses, select up to six, rank each of 
them: 1 highest, 6 lowest.

Identify total # of courses in which they wish to be 
enrolled, 3 or 4



Configuration of Course Request System

Pre-reqs NOT configured
Time conflicts in bids ALLOWED
Courses with common lecture and multiple labs, request just 
the lecture
Requesting allowed on “consent-only” courses
Restricted students can also request
Annual (3-quarter) process abandoned
META-data rather than granular









Daily Feedback on requests



Post-Requests

Tuesday of 9th week: Request Reports to Deans and Chairs

Wednesday of 10th week: Course offering changes to be 
reported by faculty/departments to Registrar

Friday of 10th week:  Resolution to be concluded

Monday of 11th (last) week: Students receive official 
enrollments and start add/drops



Bidding Reports
Please return changes in course offerings to Martin Wilson by noon Wednesday, March 10

TOTAL TOTAL GRAND
Course Title Sect 1 2 3 4 BIDS 1 2 3 4 Pre-Reg TOTAL
MUSI 26904 18th Century Counterpoint 01 3 2 2 7 0 7
NEHC 20534 1905: Const Rev in ME & Russia 01 1 1 2 0 2
ARTH 15500 19th Century Art 00 39 18 6 8 71 0 71
ENGL 13000 Academic/Professional Writing 01 1 26 23 50 0 50
LGLN 11200 Accel Elem Mdrn Greek-2 01 1 1 2 0 2
GREK 11300 Accel Intro To Attic Greek-3                01 0 7 1 2 1 11 11
LATN 11200 Accel Intro To Latin-3 01 0 3 3 1 2 9 9
ISHU 25100 Acting Fundamentals 01 4 3 1 7 15 0 15
COVA 27802 Adv Black & White Photography 01 5 6 6 8 25 0 25
CHEM 22700 Adv Organic/inorganic Lab 01 8 8 0 8
BIOS 00299 Adv Rsch: Biological Sciences            01 1 3 4 0 4
RUSS 21502 Adv Russian Through Media-3 01 1 2 3 0 3
BIOS 21226 Advanced General Genetics 01 5 6 4 15 0 15
COVA 27200 Advanced Painting 01 5 1 1 5 12 0 12
ENGL 12208 Advanced Screenwriting 01 1 4 2 7 0 7
ISHU 27314 Advanced Screenwriting 01 2 1 4 7 0 7
ISHU 27308 Advanced Study: Directing 02 1 1 0 1
ISHU 27306 Advanced Study: Lighting Desig 01 1 1 0 1
ISHU 27309 Advanced Study: Theater 01 1 1 0 1
ISHU 27309 Advanced Study: Theater 04 1 1 0 1

Bids by YOS Pre-Reg by YOS



Potential changes due to requests

Add sections if course is more popular than 
expected (lobby for more $ for TA’s)

Raise limit if # of requests is slightly higher

Cancel a section if not enough requests

Plan to offer course a second time if interest is high

Move courses to different times to maximize 
enrollment throughout the day



Resolution Process

Students assigned to courses without time conflicts

System assigns labs and other breakout activities

Students NOT assigned to consent-only courses

Students with bursar or other restrictions NOT 
resolved
Seniors given priority 



Resolution Results

Faculty obtain class rosters at least 2 weeks before 
start of quarter.

Faculty can obtain student photos, email syllabi, 
commence Course Management System 
(Blackboard/Chalk) interaction early

“Consent’s” process begins early
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Upgrade in 2005

Vendor software version completely reworked in 
2005
Enhancements for administrative users . . .
Student populations can be fine-tuned, graduating 
and study-abroad omitted
Summary Request Reports prepared ad hoc
Request System operates simultaneously to regular 
registration system . . .
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Upgrade in 2005

Course limits become adjustable, # of UG’s vs # of 
Graduates
Individual courses can be configured for different 
resolution rules . . . Some allow Seniors priority 
(default), others allow Freshmen first, others allow 
requests (to guage interest) but no enrollments
Cross-Listed courses can be reported separately or 
combined
Sequence enrollments identified in advanced and 
put in place as “Pre-Requests”
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Simultaneous Operations

Graduate Students can register for same courses at 
same time as Undergrads, who are 
requesting/ranking them
Establish limits for each, Grads vs UG’s, either 
whole numbers or “ratios” (e.g. 65%/35%)
Interfaces with web “Time Schedules” of course 
offerings, so real-time information available to all 
administrators of ENROLLMENTS and RESERVED 
SEATS for bidding students
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IMPROVED RESOLUTION OF REQUESTS

System better arranges non-conflicting schedules 
for students
Allows Scenario modeling at any time
Faster process, time from end of “requesting” to 
finalizing of enrollments reduced from two weeks to 
one week.



Long Range Plans

Medical School interested in using product to enroll students 
in rotations one year in advance
Continuing Education Division interested in use for Open 
Enrollment programs 
Departments to become more interactive with course offering 
data on new student system
Provost has asked for long term analysis of requests vs. 
actual registrations:  e.g. “How often are courses taught by 
lecturers or other junior-level instructors canceled due to 
minimal bidding?”
Better part of decade of data now available for “trendable”
analysis
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An Inconvenient Question . . .
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Questions & Answers
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Thank You!

Andrew S. Hannah

ashannah@uchicago.edu

Session F2.294
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mailto:ashannah@uchicago.edu
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